About the COVID-19 vaccines

The best vaccine is the first one you can get because...
- Getting vaccinated will help keep you, your family, and your community safe and healthy.
- It will help us return to more activities.
- It will stop the spread of COVID-19 and end the pandemic.

Pfizer
- Ages: 12+
- Doses: 2
- Does the vaccine contain live COVID-19 virus?: NO
- Time until fully vaccinated: 5 weeks
- Protection from hospitalizations and death from COVID-19: Highly effective

Moderna *
- Ages: 18+
- Doses: 2
- Does the vaccine contain live COVID-19 virus?: NO
- Time until fully vaccinated: 6 weeks
- Protection from hospitalizations and death from COVID-19: Highly effective

Johnson & Johnson
- Ages: 18+
- Doses: 1
- Does the vaccine contain live COVID-19 virus?: NO
- Time until fully vaccinated: 2 weeks
- Protection from hospitalizations and death from COVID-19: Highly effective

*Moderna has applied to the FDA for Emergency Use Authorization to vaccinate 12- to 17-year-olds.